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Sound, movement and video — that’s not a rare combination in experimental 
performance in Seattle. 

But there’s something singularly concentrated in the way that 
dancer-choreographer Ezra Dickinson and sound-wizard Paurl Walsh approach the 
blending of those elements in their new show at the Northwest Film Forum, 
“Actually Really.” 

There’s also something complex in their use of wireless technology, g-force 
sensors (which gauge acceleration of motion), dancer-controlled switches, laptop 
and other technology I don’t entirely understand. 

The aim of it all, the program notes say, is to “create a visual and sonic world in 
which Dickinson’s performance is the instrument that makes Walsh’s sound.” The 
experience is one of submission to cyclical sounds, movements and imagery that 
sometimes are synchronized, sometimes out of phase — and always hypnotic. 

Dickinson, with wires and sensors crisscrossing his torso and limbs, is physically 
alone on stage the entire 50 minutes of the piece, even though he keeps himself 
company on video most of that time. As he moves, on both screen and stage, it 
grows clear he’s delivering a series of distinctive gestural packages: the donning 
and shrugging off of a shiny rubber jacket; vigorous back-and-forth arm-waves; an 
exaggerated shifting of weight from foot to foot; a leg-over-leg switcheroo done in 
push-up position, followed by collapse. 

His movement is sometimes butoh-slow and sometimes ballet-fast, with the stage 
action occasionally matching the actions on-screen at preordained intervals. 
Dickinson also adds layers to the prerecorded score through a manually operated 
switch and through sensors attached to him that are activated by his movement. 
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Still, the sound isn’t of the obvious action-triggers-noise variety. Instead, it’s more 
subliminal — and complicated by Walsh’s live programming of his laptop at the 
back of the theater. 

Dickinson’s dance phrases frequently repeat, but always from a different point 
onstage, facing a different direction. The pleasure of watching him indulge in this 
rigorous game is considerable — although you probably wouldn’t wish the piece 
one minute longer. Throughout the process, he seems immersed in a deeply 
private rite, like some electro-Hindu deity with a highly exacting supplication to 
make. 

A voice-over coda doesn’t add much. The sound-blast that closes the musical score 
(and triggers Dickinson’s final action) would be, by far, a stronger end point. 
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